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                 demonstrate the successful creation of a simple web database application using your choice AWS databases, and free tier web application servers. There are examples provided in the links in week 5, 6 and 7. You can develop a Java-based web application or a                demonstrate the successful creation of a simple web database application using your choice AWS databases, and free tier web application servers. There are examples provided in the links in week 5, 6 and 7. You can develop a Java-based web application or a

                 1   SDEV 400 – Homework 3  AWS Database and Web App Demonstration  Overview:  In t his homework , you will demonstrate the successful creation of a simple web database application  using your choice AWS databases, and free tier web application servers. There are examples provided in  the links in week 5, 6 and 7. You can develop a Java -based web application or a Window .NET -based web  application.  Assignment: Total 100 points  Using the readings from week s 5, 6 and 7 as a baseline, use your free -tier AWS servers to c reate a simple  Web database application. Once again, b e sure you understand how the free -tier models work to avoid  any charges. You will need to use the EC2 and S3 server models you previously used to assist in the  project . Essentially, you will spin those servers up and configure the software for supporting the  database and web application.  The Web application should be simple. It should consist of at least two Web pages with data being  transferred between a Web browser and the cloud applicati on and make u se of the database for  storage, updates or reads as needed. As an example you could create a simple login form that allows a  user to login and then update their user information. You are wel come to make the Web application  more complex. The AWS can be relational or no SQL -based. It should be simple with no more than a 3 -4  tables.   For your documentation, you should describe the steps used to successfully complete this assignment, provide scr een capture documentation of those steps and discuss any challenges you faced and how you  overcame those challenges. You should also show screen captures and a complete description of your application and you successfully executing it. Document the server instance names you created and the  time spent for each instance. You should be able to monitor the number hours and minutes spent on  each server.  Finally, and most important ly, be sure to shut down each instance to avoid any additional charges to  your acco unt.  Your document should be well -organized, well -written and provide all references used for your  research. There should be minimal spelling and grammatical errors.  Deliverables:  Submit your paper in W ord or PDF format no later than the due date .   2   Grading rubric:  Attribute  Meets  Does not meet  Create AWS Web DB App  80 points  Uses EC2 and S3 server models as  part of the application. (20 points)   Uses a relational or No SQL model  for the database . (20 points)   Database consists of no more than a  3-4 tables. (10 points )   Provides s imple Web Database  functionality consisting of at least  two Web screens with data being transferred between a Web browser and the cloud applicati on . (30  points)  0 points  Does not u se EC2 or S3 server models  as par t of the application.   Does not use a relational or No SQL  mo del for the dat abase.   Database consists of more than a 3 -4  tables.   Does not provide simple Web  Database functionality consisting of at  least two Web screens with data being transferred between a Web browser and the cloud applicati on.  Documentation and submiss ion  20 points  Describe s the steps used to  successfully complete this assignment and any challenges you  had and how you overcame those challenges.  (5 po ints)   Document s the server instance  names you created and Monitor s  and descri be s the free -tier resources  used and the number hours and  minutes spent on each server. (5  points)   Show s screen captures and a  complete description of your application and you successfully executing it . (5 points)   Document is well -organized and  well -written , provide s all references  used for your research using APA  style citing guidelines , and contains  minimal spelling and grammatical errors . (5 points)  0 points  Does not d escribe the steps used to  successfully complete this assignment  and any challenges you had and how  you overcame those challenges. Does not d ocument s the server  instance names you created and does  not monitor or descri be the free -tier  resources used and the number hours  and minutes spent on each server.   Does not s how screen captures and a  complete description of your application and you successfully executing it .   Document is not well -organized or  well -written , does not provide all  references used for your research  using APA style citing guidelines , and  contains multiple spelling and  grammatical errors . 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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